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Introduction: The resilience turn
In the last week of October 2012 the largest
Atlantic storm on record cut a swathe through
human affairs. Hurricane Sandy devastated large
tracts of the heavily urbanised Atlantic coast of the
USA. Its awful finale was the destruction visited on
New York City on 29 October. The great citadel of
the global economy was breached, its urban fabric
engulfed by flooding and torn apart by cataclysmic
breakdowns in basic infrastructure and services.
Many lives were lost, paralysed and immeasurably
harmed. The most potent and poignant moment
perhaps was the panicked two day closure of the
global financial hub, the New York Stock Exchange.
Despite its name, Wall Street proved defenceless
before a natural tempest that seemed to mock the
entire human ascendancy. Nature seemed to scorn
the long neo-liberal hegemony of the past three
decades as the basic machinery of global capitalism
was sundered and halted. In the weeks
following Sandy, rationing was introduced to
control the distribution of basic resources. The
invisible hand was never more spectral; the strong
arm of state authority ruled the days.
The greatest political event of contemporary
liberal democracy, and arguably of world affairs,
was buffeted and rebilled by the furies of Sandy.
The US Presidential election was made to kneel
before an enraged Nature. Chief candidates,
President Obama and Governor Romney, had their
campaign scripts and electoral possibilities
rewritten in the storm and its wake. Lomborg
(2012) reports that Sandy was “the most
important factor for 15 per cent of US voters in
the US Presidential Election a week later”. These
effects will long be debated, but one influence was
clear – Romney’s ‘small state’ leitmotiv was belittled
by natural caprice and human anxiety. His
opposition to the Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) was exposed and deposed by the
evident necessity of state response in the crisis,
and by Obama’s deft and decisive leadership. In an
electoral contest overshadowed, if not defined, by
the extreme libertarianism of the Tea Party
movement, Nature it seemed had voted the other
way, for the state.
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Satellite image of Hurricane Sandy, 28 October 2012

Obama secured a second term, and the American
left (using the term advisedly) won the election.
Post-election analysis pointed to a failure of
conservative politics to grasp the electoral
significance of cultural shifts, especially the
relentless proportional decline of the traditional
‘Anglo demographic’. Radical philosopher Žižek
(2012) believes Obama’s centrism found the
cultural centroid: “The majority who voted for him
were put off by the radical changes advocated by
the Republican market and religious
fundamentalists”. Reflecting this, the necessity and
effectiveness of state emergency response in the
moment of the election also evidently played a
role in this victory. The broader implications for
democracy, however, of this demonstration of state
imperative are perhaps less clear.
In terms of magnitude, Sandy surpassed the
Hurricane Katrina that ravaged New Orleans in
2005. The chaotic, destructive aftermath of Katrina
illustrated the social depredations of a weak state
response to urban disaster. Local and state
capacities were quickly overwhelmed. The globe
watched aghast as the city’s many black and poor
residents were seemingly abandoned by the Bush
federal administration, whose reactions seemed
marked as much by incompetence as malign
neglect.

Sandy’s brief but terrible reign provided a striking
reinstatement of government authority, and
certainly the necessity of a well-resourced and
empowered FEMA. Whilst this seems to finally
condemn – for now – the ‘hands off’ Bush
response, it does not logically or politically restrict
the field of alternatives to progressive models that
prioritise the values of urban sustainability, namely
social justice, ecological integrity and
intergenerational equity. Sandy’s conjuring of state
power could unleash as many demons as angels. It
arguably provides equal grounds for authoritarian
not just democratic forms of disaster response,
and more broadly, urban management. Tellingly,
prominent enthusiasts for Obama’s strong state
response to Sandy included a leading conservative
politician, New Jersey Governor Chris Christie,
and erstwhile Republican Mayor of New York,
Michael Bloomberg.
A ‘world at risk’ (Beck 2009) seems increasingly
fixed on the spectacles of urban disasters,
furnished with great regularity in the past decade.
These include Katrina’s near annihilation of New
Orleans in 2005 and the tsunamis that engulfed
parts of Japan in 2010 and which threatened a
catastrophic escalation by damaging a nuclear
facility at Fukushima. Science continues to debate
whether the regular series of natural cataclysms
is evidence of global ecological collapse, especially
climate warming. But what is not at doubt, as Beck
points out, is a progressive and rapid erosion of the
human invulnerability bequeathed by the
scientific and technical accomplishments of
industrial modernity.
The dawning of the risk age (Beck 1992; Giddens
1991) has thrown new light, interest and urgency
on the heretofore largely technical fields of hazard
management (e.g., Showalter & Lu 2009) and
connected these endeavours with the idea of
resilience (e.g., Bosher 2008). Natural hazards are
now manifestly connected with, and magnified by,
human ambition and prowess. A stark example is
the exponential inflation of the potential
consequences of the Japanese tsunami by the

exposure of nuclear facilities. Whilst global
collective response to ecological threat remains
elusive, illustrated by the failing Kyoto process,
there is increasing manifestation of decisive
political and institutional interest in hazards and
risks at the meso and local scales, especially
through the many fields of urban management
that fix on the increasingly compelling, if opaque,
object, resilience. A meshing of two distinct urban
motifs – disasters and sustainability – seems more
and more evident. After Sandy, New York Mayor
Michael Bloomberg wrote, “In just 14 months, two
hurricanes have forced us to evacuate
neighborhoods – something our city government
had never done before. If this is a trend, it is simply
not sustainable” (Herper 2012). The turbulent
theme of hazard appears to be breaking upon the
long becalmed discourse of urban sustainability. In
the face of this, commentary and institutional
purpose, not surprisingly, strives for safer shores,
the ideal of resilience. In the wake of Katrina,
Steiner et al.(2006) urged that urban policy chart
for ‘sustainable resilience’. But what landfall does
the vague, if compelling, resilience ideal offer?
The first observation to make of this, and echoing
the point above, is that resilience, unlike
sustainability, is not an essentially progressive
concept. Logically, this construct can be mobilised
to support a variety of urban imaginaries,
including those with potentially defensive, chauvinistic, Promethean and/or authoritarian values. Less
obviously, its deployment by progressive causes
may unwittingly free the naturalism and scientism
that the construct seems deeply freighted with.
Sustainability has long been a windy field of
intellectual and political disappointment; its
promise never seems to have materialised and
asserted itself (Davidson 2010). Things might now
be different. In a world now enthralled and
appalled by risk, this may be the setting for a
mighty contest between antithetical visions,
between a progressive cosmopolitanism that seeks
a safer human ecology and a defensive, insular
liberalism that, like Prometheus, sees natural
necessity only as chains on human ambition (cf.
Beck & Grande 2010).
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After decades of Sisyphean effort the ‘sustainable
city’ slides off the stage of human priority or
possibility. Its vagaries and breezy possibilities seem
manifestly wanting in an age when disasters are
visited with vicious suddenness on large urban
settings that offer many compounding hazardous
possibilities. The need for decisive state response is
now apparent but the script for resilience remains
largely unwritten. One prospect is that an ‘age of
disasters’ will overshadow the ‘age of risk’ that Beck
(2009) and others speak of. The latter arguably
maintains scope for progressive social and state
anticipations and responses, accepting, inter alia, the
precautionary principle that lies at the progressive
heart of the sustainability construct. The former
opens the way to more reactive, indeed
reactionary governance, as emergency response to
manifest threats. At the worst,
authoritarianism lurks in ‘disaster governance’, but
so do milder regressions that elide the progressive
content of sustainability, including anticipatory
political economic interventions (limits to growth)
and inclusive actions that prioritise the value of
human solidarity over group (or city) security.
A struggle thus opens for progressive thought and
action to define safety as more than survival of the
essential, the fittest, the worthiest, the nearest.
It seems necessary for this work to usher in new
urban models or imaginaries that refuse the
regressive lures of isolation, survivalism and fatalism.
This paper will contribute in a modest way to the
work of debating and defining resilience. It takes the
risk thesis of Beck (esp. 2009) and his many
interlocutors as the setting for consideration of
resilience and its allied constructs, such as
vulnerability. This not to supply mere conceptual
background; the discussion’s guiding premise
problematises autarkic notions of urban resilience.
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Beck’s risk society thesis exposes the bad science
and miserable politics that lies behind autarkic
enclosure of urban possibility: “‘…its basic
principle is that humanly generated,
anticipated threats cannot be restricted either
spatially or in social terms” (2009:81). Cities and
human settlements cannot be plucked –
ideologically or materially – from the larger human
and ecological systems that establish their
possibilities and which are saturated, as never
before in human history, with risk and
perturbation. This necessitates opposition to
notions of resilience that posit the containment of
endangerment through spatially targeted policy or
action. This political ontology resounds with what
geographer’s once termed ‘spatial fetishism’ – the
granting to space of determining causal powers.
The paper’s main contribution is to essay this
view and to point other regressive possibilities
that arise from the ever widening institutional and
scholarly ‘take up’ of the resilience ideal. The
principal dangers are the lures of naturalism, and
the asocial urban imaginaries that might emerge
from renewal of these scientific failings. There is
the overarching threat that ‘resilient urbanism’
aligns all too easily with destructive power
structures, such as militarism and the darker
prospect of post-democratic capitalism.
The paper is in two main parts. The first sketches
the recent emergence of a human urban age from
the risk perspective. The second considers the
problems and possibilities that accompany the
widening adoption of the resilience construct.
The paper concludes with brief reflections on the
challenging, not to say distressing, imperatives for
urban governance in an age of risk and surely of
species transition.

An urban age at risk
We live in a world at risk. Social and ecological
endangerment defines our age as no other. Beck
remarks that “‘Risks are lurking everywhere”
(2009: 13). Whilst social science broadly accepts
and debates the idea of an age of global risk
(Arnoldi 2009), the idea is refused in many
quarters. Climate sceptics are the most visible
denialists but hardly alone. The boldness of denial
seems to grow with the scale of risk. One feeds
the other, as Beck observes: “…the more
emphatically world risk society is denied, the more
it becomes a reality. The disregard for globalizing
risks aggravates the globalization of risk” (2009:47).
Following last year’s Japanese earthquake and
tsunami, Boris Johnson, Mayor of London, opined
that: The most important lesson here is that there are
no lessons for human behaviour. There is no rhyme
or reason to an earthquake, and we should for once
abandon our infantile delusion that we are the cause
and maker of everything (Johnson 2011).
On the face of it, scientific assessment seemed to
support his case. The Japanese quake, horrifying in
scale and consequence, was scientifically
unremarkable; in the register of expectation.
This does not however absolve the errors of
refusal. Two considerations suggest lessons are
indeed to be drawn from the Japanese catastrophe:
1. The entanglement of natural cataclysm and
human self-endangerment in the nuclear reactor
breakdowns. Humanity’s capacity to magnify
natural calamity was underlined again, and;
2. Our species’ occupation and exploitation of the
earth is now so vast and so intensive that almost
every natural upheaval is of necessity a human
tragedy. The quotidian decision-making that drives
urbanisation (‘development’) is reshaping
natural hazards at the planetary scale: “In this
sense, ‘pure’ natural occurrences are also ‘risks’,
because decision-making in world risk society
ensures that nature and society are enmeshed”
(Beck 2009:58).

The age of risk also marks the ascendancy of
urbanisation. A parade of popular new literature
(‘urbanology’) noisily honks the ‘urban age’ ideal.
These new offerings include The Triumph of the City
by Harvard economist Ed Glaeser (Glaeser 2011)
and Welcome to the Urban Revolution by the
Canadian urban ‘practitioner and thinker’ Jeb
Brugmann (Brugmann 2009). They tend to
varnish one side of the epochal coin – the triumphs
and ‘challenges’ of homo urbanis – without much
acknowledging, as Beck does, the new plateau of
endangerment scaled by human determination.
To acknowledge and adapt Beck, we have crafted
an urban world at risk. The project of
urbanisation began in antiquity and was elevated
to species aspiration in the late feudal era. Stadt
luft macht frei was the first injunction of modernity.
The city was the escape raft from a life of
servitude and grubbing. Modernisation has,
however, failed miserably on many accounts and
in many quarters, historically and presently. The
emergence of a world at risk witnesses
simultaneously the triumphs and malfunctions of
modernity. Potency gained, to be sure, but at the
cost of species security. For Beck and
collaborator Grande, globalised modernity hums
with urban disenchantment, especially amongst
“…those for whom cosmopolitanism is not a
lifestyle choice, but the tragic involuntary
condition of the refugee or otherwise
dispossessed” (2010:417). The dispossession and
endangerment that defines the urban age for many
is captured in Davis’ (2006) memorable depiction
of a ‘planet of slums’.
These restless settlements speak of a different
urban revolutionary potential; as incubators of
counter-reaction within the juggernaut of
globalisation and modernisation. As Beck and
Grande put it, the accumulating ‘collateral damage’
of globalisation heralds “…a historically new, entangled Modernity which threatens its own foundations” (2010:410).
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Whilst the urban revolution thesis (Glaeser,
Brugmann) tends towards closure – urbanisation
as destiny (and salvation) – Beck and Grande insist
that Modernity’s manifest and complex failures
mean that “...we are facing the end of the end of
history” (2010:413).
The contradictions of globalisation and
cosmopolitanism have fractured the path of
modernisation, and we face a “multi-path prospect
of modernity” (Beck & Grande 2010:420). There is
no single urban prospect, but a variety of possible
(and surely unknowable) human fates in a world
dominated by risks that are escalating in scale and
complexity.
Homo urbanis thus has no exemplary capital city:
our species exists as “...cosmopolitan
communities of fate” (Beck & Grande 2010:419).
Human connection cannot be explained by appeal
to an idealised, enclosable urban diorama. There
exists no stable commons of species experience
and purpose. The human prospect is a restless
field of countervailing threats and possibilities. This
is in distinction to Brugmann’s view of urban
complexity; an increasingly unified urban
problematic, complex but driven by common
ordering forces: “We are organizing the planet into
a City: into a single, complex, connected, and still
very unstable urban system” (2009:ix). The new
urbanology tends to emphasise: unity not
contradiction; connection, not disconnection;
certainty not contingency. It warms the grounds
for naturalism – a law bound view of human
prospect – and thus the deployment of natural
metaphors, such as resilience (of which more
later).
By contrast, Beck and Grande stress a unity
through contradiction, an urban simultaneity through
the shared endangerment, “The world is brought
together by global risks (climate change, nuclear
threats, financial crisis), the more it is also torn
apart by global risks” (ibid.). In this view, the
urban revolution signals a “Global entanglement
and interconnectedness” (ibid.) at multiple spatial
scales that defies straightforward abstraction and
rule identification. The idea of ‘the hidden logic of
global urban growth’ (Brugmann 2009) is a ruse
that refuses to contemplate the multi-scalar forces
– the shifting convergences and contradictions –
that are producing an ever larger but increasingly
variegated urban system.
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This is to expose and emphasise the manifest illogicality, including the ‘organised irresponsibility’ (Beck
1998), of much that is driving urban change.
None of this is to deny or diminish the significance
of underlying structures – notably, capital
accumulation and ‘neo-liberal urbanism’ (Hodson
& Marvin 2011) – that are driving contemporary
urbanisation in erratic ways, producing myriad
urban forms and experiences. It vouchsafes the view
that the urbanisation of capital is a defining feature
of mature market societies and of the global
economic (dis)order (Harvey 2010).
The scale, speed and complexity of planetary
disorder – human and ecological – moves Žižek
(2010) to speak of a ‘terminal crisis’ that looms on
the near horizon. ‘Four horsemen’ drive the present
crisis of global capitalism towards apocalypse:
worldwide ecological bankruptcy; systemic
destabilisation of the global economy; biogenetic
innovation and widening social inequalities. The city,
a powerful beacon of hope and opportunity through
modernisation, is now indissolubly linked to natural
risk and human endangerment. Hodson and
Marvin highlight the “dual and ambivalent role of the
city, as both a victim and cause of global ecological
change...” (2010:138). A constant flow of natural
and human catastrophes in recent years have
underlined the vulnerability of cities to sudden
endangerment. The sources of urban crisis are both
endogenous and exogenous – a tsunami or flood
being an instance of the former; a resource system
failure (water, power) representing the latter. The
2005 New Orleans hurricane disaster demonstrated
how external natural shocks can engender internal
social disorder and systemic breakdown. Beck
writes: “A fateful magnetism exists between
poverty, social vulnerability, corruption and the
accumulation of hazards…”(2009:142).
Cities, the new human homelands, will carry our
species through the ‘terminal crisis’ transition and
into what Lovelock (2009) already describes as ‘The
Next World’ – an era much less conducive than now
to human flourishing. It may indeed mark our exit
from the Anthropocene to a world less tolerant of
human existence. Lovelock believes the shift will
reduce world’s liveable surface to a few ‘lifeboat’
regions, which are now the cooler extremes of the
globe: “…we have a chance of surviving and even
living well. But for that to be possible we have to
make our lifeboats seaworthy now” (2009:22).

Herein lays a tension, perhaps a dilemma, for urban
thought in an age of painful global transition. On
the one hand, critical social science is correct to
insist on the structural origin and global play of
threats and crises that manifest at the local or
regional scales, for example in urban disasters. This
is reinforced by recognition that cosmopolitanism
– a world community of fate (Beck 2006) – is the
only scale at which to conceive the
transformational politics and actions that must
avert catastrophic species crisis (‘End Times’ –
Žižek). This necessitates an ontology of urban
conception that rejects localisation, enclosure,
partiality, and the like, as tropes for understanding
the origins of global risk (all are useful, however, for
explaining its manifestations and treatments). The
science of urban endangerment finds its ontology
and methodological markers in the concept of
cosmopolitanism as described by Beck: “a
unification enforced by threats is a condition, not
a choice” (2008: 198). This is not the hymn of the
global village but the sharp refrain that
simultaneously captures the political and
scientific reality of an urban world at risk – bound,
whether we like it or not, by perilously disturbed
systems, habits, ambitions, ecologies, technologies
and structures whose safe resolution cannot be
comprehended or achieved through isolated, partial
or enclosed actions. Systemic, endemic, planetary
work is needed to defray the crisis.

On the other hand, the period of great
historical perturbation will be visited upon an
urbanised humanity not as global change but as
localised stresses and disasters. The climate
warming that is ‘locked in’ for this century alone
makes all human settlements vulnerable to some
degree. Cities will be the frontlines in disastrous
times and must be made as robust as possible and,
when overcome, remade and renewed with new
purpose. Therefore the necessity of the ‘lifeboat’
actions urged by Lovelock (2009) and me (Gleeson
2010) cannot be denied. Nor can the political
appeal, indeed necessity, of enclosure, localism,
refusal, self-sufficiency and disconnection as values
for governance structures that must make their
human populations as safe as possible.
How to resolve this dilemma – at once, temporal
and spatial? The necessity of fastening the
individual urban hatches during a storm, balanced
against the need to bring the whole human cargo
to the safer common shores we once sketchmapped as ‘sustainability’. Does the construct of
resilience – both as necessity and ideal – offer
an adaptive means to this resolution? Resilience
deployed first as survival, then as arrival – a guiding
star for a new urban imaginary? Or is it simply a
new marker of popular ambition that merely shifts
the larger, unresolved struggles over sustainability
to fresh ground?

Sydney Skyline. Credit: Fred Zhang
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Resilience and its discontents
The humble if unlovely term ‘resilience’ has soared
to prominence in recent years (Evans 2011).
It has progressively displaced sustainability as the
leitmotiv of urban discussion, reflecting the
mindset of an epoch ever conscious of
vulnerability, and the manifest scale of ecological
disruption and threat – especially global
warming. Scholarly interest in the resilience
construct emerged in systems ecology (e.g.,
Holling 1973), foregrounding “non-linear
dynamics of change in complex, linked socialecological systems” (Wilkinson 2012: 149).
In recent years, and certainly the last decade,
resilience theory has recast human ecology as
complex, dynamic and adaptive, thus undermining
or at least questioning assumptions of stasis and
equilibrium that lie at the heart of sustainability
constructs (Davidson 2012).
Scientific displacement of sustainability has been
accompanied by rising institutional and popular
attachment to the resilience construct. In plain
speak, it signifies the imperatives of premonition
and pre-emptive response to threats and
perturbations. In the language of contemporary
policy interest it evokes the ideal of robustness in
the face of shocks and crises thrown up by an
increasingly disturbed natural order, and by
complex disruptions in human systems such as the
global economy. At the same time, it highlights the
ability of a context – ‘a complex adaptive system’
– to recover and respond to external dangers and
intrusions (Wilkinson 2012).
The imperative of pre-emption makes for ready
and compelling construct translation to the fields
of planning and urban policy (Newman et al. 2009;
Pickett et al. 2004). In urban policy fields resilience
already seems a commonplace, bridging a
complex divide, between the science of
natural threat and the socio-political possibilities
of institutional response. For example, in its latest
urban assessment, the OECD urges “local
governments to build resilience to climate change
and low carbon performance into urban
infrastructure and development patterns”
(Kamal-Chaoui & Sanchex-Reaza 2012:143).
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Various currents of environmental and urban
advocacy (e.g., Transition Towns, Permaculture)
have applied this ecological metaphor to the
dilemmas of the contemporary urban age (also
ICLEI 2009). Within academe, new
interdisciplinary networks have emerged to focus
on the question of urban and regional resilience
– notably, The Building Resilient Regions network
and The Resilience Alliance (Evans 2011). Founded
in 2007, the Stockholm Resilience Centre is a new
research concentration that distils this ambition.1
The new enlistment of resilience in urban policy
and theory is potentially transformative of thought
and practice. As Davoudi (2012) maintains,
emphasis on resilience and related notions of
vulnerability and risk, tends to recast
understanding of environment in planning. This
shift “…portrays the environment not so much in
terms of assets to be sustained for human benefit,
but in terms of threats against which human
well-being should be safeguarded” (Davoudi
2012:49). The re-portrayal of contemporary
planning’s substrate, the environment, invites
progressive work on urban metabolic
function2 that improves comprehension of
ecological stresses and possibilities (Baccini 2007;
Giradet 1999; Kennedy et al. 2011) – though this
‘improved science’ in turn necessitates
re-inscription of political ecology (Heynen et
al. 2006; Swyngedouw & Heynen 2003). It also,
however, provides new grounds for encounter and
possibly joined purpose between urban policy and
security policy frames (Coaffee & O’Hare 2008;
Coaffee et al. 2009). The ‘common policy cause’
lies in the terrifying and terrorising currents of
politico-cultural reaction that have used cities as
potent sites to attack western modernisation
(Pasman & Kirillov 2007). The new urban
enthusiasm for resilience is matched by security
policy and politics that deploys the marker with
increasing frequency – for example the UK
Conservative Party’s 2010 Green Paper, A Resilient
Nation (Conservatives 2010).
1

www.stockholmresilience.org

2

Anticipated by Wolman (1965).

Whilst resilience has gained currency across a
range of disciplinary and policy areas from
international relations to engineering and from
global agencies to local government, its broad
use belies clarity and specificity. In 2000, Adger
ventured that “its meaning and measurement
are contested” (2000:347 ), and this assessment
arguably still holds. It is far from clear whether
the term resilience enjoys a shared understanding
within academic disciplines and policy areas and
also between them (Davidson 2012). This
increasingly powerful but protean idea could mask
any amount of inconsistency and illusion. Its
inherent naturalism, and also appeal to security
thought and politics, raises concerning prospects
for critical social science, whose central precepts
are anti-naturalism, and an expansive notion of
human flourishing (see Sayer 2011).
There is an evident need, therefore, to open up
these different understandings of resilience both
within and between different disciplinary and
policy contexts and to understand the resonances
and dissonances between them. Unpacking this
also requires improved understanding of the
urban politics of resilience, the issues that become
mobilised as crises or shocks, and the forms of
knowledge and social interests that constitute such
responses (Cote & Nightingale 2011). It also
necessitates recognition of the variability of
resilience applications and responses across the
diverse phenomenon described by ‘urbanisation’.
Actually existing urbanisation cannot be
summarised or ordained by recourse to a unifying
model. Contemporary urbanisation wears many
faces. The phenomenon nonetheless faces a set of
common threats which beg a unifying, if
multivalent frame of analysis. Vulnerability is
apparent, but this is a broad marker for the
unevenly distributed threats emerging from an
increasingly chaotic, feedback ridden ‘world
system’.

The new social scientific enthusiasm for resilience
flags the danger of commonsensical application;
viz., the transposition of a scientific concept across
disciplinary understandings through the medium
of conventional wisdom (especially in policy).
Has the rapid take up of the resilience marker
in urban environmental advocacy short circuited
the critical adjudicative processes that normally
filter the movement of concepts across scientific
fields? This question is especially acute considering
a conceptual transposition from physical science
to social science, where a century of debate has
marked out the pitfalls of determinism and
empiricism that face such a journey. In urban
studies, the social ecology of the Chicago School
was an early warning of the hazards of
biological reductionism and the mechanisation of
social change. A recent issue of the
authoritative Nature journal foregrounded urban
ecological analysis (‘cities under the microscope’)
“in which scientists study cities as if they were
ecosystems” (Humphries 2012:514). Two years
previously it had reported work by physicists that
sought nothing less than ‘A unified theory of urban
living’ (Bettencourt & West 2010). One senses in
this new scientific ambition the spectre of Chicago
School urbanism and its (discredited) postulation
of a ‘natural spatial order’ (Jackson & Smith 1984).
As Simmie and Martin observe (with considerable
understatement) “there are issues about abducting
a model from one disciplinary field...to another...”
(2010:42). Historically, such ‘abduction’ has been
the principal means through which naturalism and
scientism have made incursions into social science
(Sayer 2009). It is surely necessary and timely to
debate the risks of ‘model transposition’ in the
field of urban studies where resilience thinking
now has a wide hold, including in areas of policy
and advocacy interface. Does the application of
resilience, and its kindred constructs (vulnerability,
evolution, adaptability) raise the spectre of
naturalism and reaction in social science, in
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particular the cross disciplinary field of urban
studies? Are regressive and exclusionary
resiliences possible – for example, the idea of
bounded communities where the needs of elites
are protected from wider system malfunction?
Hodson and Marvin (2010) speak of the new
‘premium ecological communities’ and of ‘urban
ecological security’ as a new paradigm of
resilience. The ‘Charter Cities’ championed by
the US economist Paul Romer are redolent with
refusal – of wider human solidarity, of equality, of
justice. Chakrabortty (2010) scorns the concept
for its inherent colonialism, authoritanrianism and
social inequity. Romer is attracted to the ideas
of the influential physicist, Geoffrey West,3 whose
work on ‘superlinear cities’ has raised the spectre
of naturalism again in urban studies and policy (see
Gleeson 2012). A regressive confluence of
authoritarian inequity and scientific positivism
seems suggested by these encounters and
take-ups. Several fundamental questions emerge
for contemporary critical social science. Can the
resilience construct meaningfully accommodate
and deploy the question of justice? The inequity
of exposure, of vulnerability, is doubtless the first
human question for resilience. Beck: “A fateful
magnetism exists between poverty, social
vulnerability, corruption and the accumulation of
hazards” (2009:142). Can the concept be
reconciled to the variegation of human need,
identity and aspiration? To the growing asymmetries within and between cities?
Resilience has emancipatory potential if positioned
within the guiding idea of human flourishing that
Sayer (2011) insists is axiomatic to critical social
3

See West’s comments on Romer:

blog.ted.com/2011/07/26/qa-with-geoffrey-west.
Accessed 22 November 2012
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science. What is it that we wish to protect, make
strong and adaptive? To the point, which social and
ecological relationships are worthy of protection?
Shocks and stress have the potential to bring the
questions of solidarity and cooperation, surely
keystones of flourishing, to the fore, as illustrated
in times of war. In such instances they
strengthened not eroded collective resolve for
improvement in the post-crisis phase,
exemplified in the social democratic reform surge
that followed World War Two in the West and in
the struggles for liberation from colonialism in the
global South. Stretton (2005) argues that a great
lesson of modern history is the salience of equity
and solidarity as guiding values for institutional and
political action in times of threat and perturbation.
They do not impart complete immunity – the
Parisian Communards bickered and before too
long succumbed to superior, overwhelming
external forces.
Nonetheless, solidarity and deliberation stand in
contrast to the deadening consensus insisted upon
by scientism – a society that takes science as its
universal moral and political guide.
Authoritarianism has a poor record. Tyrants have
fallen with their cities. But its appeal may be
strengthening in the unsettled mists of the risk
society. Beck grimly offers: “when people are
confronted with the alternative ‘Freedom or
security’, a large majority of them seem to
prefer security, even if that means curtailing or
even suppressing liberties” (2009:61). It is vital
that resilience – an ideal of strength – be steered
well clear of the shoals of authoritarianism.
This is the warning testimony of history. Its
lessons can be taken up in quest for resilience.
The hard work of grounding the concept in the

deeper epistemologies and methodologies of
critical social science cannot be avoided or shortchanged. The wider risks and fallacies of
naturalistic social science have been well rehearsed
(Barnes 2009). They include cloaking
(‘naturalising’) the human play of power under
the cover of science. This has the consequence of
depoliticising social conduct, surrendering it to the
inevitability of natural law. None of this is to deny
or diminish the profound necessity of translating
natural science to human science,4 but to highlight
the danger of transliteration.
In a recent assessment, Evans points out that
resilience thinking tends to highlight the
‘un-plannability’ of cities and cites its wider
potential to “depoliticise urban transition...by constraining governance within a technocratic mode
that remains inured to the tropes of
scientific legitimacy” (2011:232-3). If left to natural
interpretation alone, the tropes of evolution and
equilibrium suggest a law bound urban ecology
that makes social intervention meaningless or
self-defeating. Policy may be confined to
maintenance of a naturalised urban order.
Naturalism, of course, disavows and therefore
misrepresents human agency and social
possibility. For Davidson (2010), the inability of
resilience discourse and policy to – as yet –
account for human agency is its greatest failure
and the deepest source of her ‘nagging doubts’
about its wider human deployment. It seems that
the stubborn human capacity for autonomy and
refusal – even in the face of natural ordination – is
the greatest obstacle to any straightforward or
unalloyed application of resilience thinking to
collective action. Of course, the danger is that
political and policy wisdom will simply ignore this
obstacle by erasing the fact of individual and
collective agency. Worse, faced with this
4

stubborn reality, it might resort to
authoritarianism to reduce or suppress
its ‘inconveniences’.
It would be wrong, however, to underline only
ambiguities, weaknesses and dangers. The
progressive potential of resilience and vulnerability
should not be discounted. It can be summarised as
the ability to disrupt the static, equilibrium-focused
accounts of the human order, such as neo-classical
economics, that have so demonstrably failed to
account for natural ontology, human evolution, and,
in recent history, the ruinous ‘progress’ of neoliberalism (Harvey 2010). The construct
relentlessly exposes idealism in theory and
practice, including, arguably, hyper-conceptualised
planning debates that neglect or avoid the question
of human ecology (Davoudi 2011). Resilience also
insists that the future is accounted and prepared
for, not discounted through econocratic reason or
trivialised through technocratic hubris. Its
dynamic, adaptive view of history sits well with
a progressive view that humanity is engaged in
a massive project of co-evolution with nature,
for which we bear responsibility as contributing
authors of planetary fate.
As related earlier, realisation of this emancipatory
human potential rests at least partly on the work
of scientific disclosure and interrogation of the
resilience construct. The risks of concept
‘abduction’ by policy and politics have been
essayed. Given the rapid deployment of resilience,
it seems urgent that social science addresses the
tasks of concept examination and translation
before it is sidelined or short circuited in a world
imperilled by risk and grasping for new answers.

And of course vice-versa.
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Conclusion: Who will build the ark?
Watching Sandy’s devastation from Sydney,
Australia, former New York Mayor, Rudy Giuliani,
was concerned but reassuring: this was “…New
York City, where resiliency is written in capital
letters…” (McKenny 2012). The world’s urban
leadership may not be so sanguine. In
November 2012, The World Bank released a
profoundly disconcerting assessment of climate
change, Turn Down the Heat, which demonstrated
that cities will directly bear the full brunt of
inevitable warming through increased heat stress,
flood inundation, and radically unsettled weather
(The World Bank 2012). As always with human
prospects, the effects of change will be unevenly
distributed, socially and geographically – manifestly
through the global urban system:
Of the impacts projected for 31 developing
countries, only ten cities account for two-thirds
of the total expo- sure to extreme floods. Highly
vulnerable cities are to be found in Mozambique,
Madagascar, Mexico,Venezuela, India, Bangladesh,
Indonesia, the Philippines, and Vietnam (ibid: 34).
In short, the mega cities of the Global South lie
perilously in the path of the scourges promised
by climate warming.

Melbourne from Studley Park. Credit: Nicole Middleton
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Given the Bank’s status as neo-liberal bastion, it
is worth noting the report has two important
progressive postulates. First, it attempts to turn us
into the storm, urging global action to stop it, not
just deflect its consequences. Its sub-title insists
that “A…warmer world must be avoided”, thereby
demanding major – indeed unprecedented – global
action to fundamentally change (‘de-carbonise’)
economy, governance and civil society. This
refuses the path to policy retreat to adaptation,
and ‘hunkered down’ resilience. Second, the bank
instates social justice as a leading trope for climate
response. Launching the report, bank president,
Jim Yong Kim, stated: ‘’We will never end poverty
if we don’t tackle climate change. It is one of the
single biggest challenges to social justice today…
It is likely that the poor will suffer most and the
global community could become more fractured
and unequal than today” (Arup 2012).
Turn down the Heat deploys and defines resilience
in a specific way – speaking exclusively of the
danger to eco-system resilience represented by
climate change. Resilience is not offered as an
overarching policy goal, or as the defining quality
of a new urban imaginary. The bank, at least in this

instance, sides with sustainability and its subsidiary
constructs such as equity and inclusion, and norms
such as ‘green growth’ and ‘poverty alleviation’. Its
public is the ‘global community’, not urban leaders
(see The World Bank 2012:ix).
Perhaps global institutions will be the last to use
resilience in autarkic ways that refuse
cosmopolitanism – the idea of common
species fate and purpose. Hand in hand with this
premise is recognition of the need for structural
transformation to address the sources of global
endangerment – including, a crisis prone political
economy, uneven development, carbon capitalism,
militarism and xenophobia (Harvey 2010; Žižek
2010). Finally, perhaps progressive sentiment in
global institutional policy discussion gives hope
of foreclosing on the ‘age of disasters’ scenario
alluded to in the Introduction. Cosmopolitanism
of this kind, and advocated by Beck (2009), sees
the new ‘human proximities’ that characterise our
age as affirmation of species interdependence and
solidarity. It tends to disavow, if sometimes only by
implication, the defensive, authoritative urbanism
that ‘disaster governance’ seems ready to usher
on to the stage of urban action. This reactionary
prospect threatens a final elision of the already
weakened, overdetermined sustainability construct,
and its assumed attachment to progressive ideals,
such as precautionary action and social solidarity.
Such progressive sentiments, and thus resources,
seem absent, however, from much global
commentary. Amongst the many experts venturing
opinion in the wake of Sandy, was ‘sceptical
environmentalist’ Bjorn Lomborg (2012).
Lomborg denied any scientific link between this
‘Frankenstorm’ and global warming, and he may be
right. The sceptic, however, used the moment to
prosecute his larger, well-known case that fighting
global warming ‘just isn’t worth it’.

Better, apparently, to spend policy effort and fiscal
resources on defence and adaptation. In the case
of New York, “Much of the risk could be managed
by erecting seawalls , building storm doors for the
subway, and simple fixes such as porous footpaths
- all at a [bargain?] cost of about $US100 million a
year” (ibid.).
Considering the global crisis, well known
progressive urbanist Mike Davis (2010), asks ‘who
will prepare the ark?’. His answer does not align,
to put it mildly, with the econocratic prescriptions
of Lomborg. The ark metaphor suggests
something that bears human hope, as much as
human bodies, through the storms of change about
to break across the Earth. Its biblical metaphor is
a vessel that preserves everything we can (‘two of
everything’) in the journey to safer, saner shores;
that is, not just the things that survive benefit-cost
analysis. It accepts that humanity brought this
catastrophe down on its own head and must as a
species take up the burden of survival.
But what are the shores of human prospect?
Where is the new urban imaginary that transcends
the survivalism beckoned by resilience
thinking? In planning debate, Albrecht (2010) asks
for transformative urban action to avert the
human crisis. Albrecht recognises that
transformation will not occur without new guiding
stars. And yet, he calls to a fractured heaven: the
cosmopolitan city (Sandercock 1998), the just city
(Fainstein 2011); the green city (Low et al. 2004);
the rebellious city (Harvey 2012) – disjecta membra
of progressive urban thought that float outside
the popular consciousness. They are powerful,
estimable pages of a new urban testimony. But
how to bind them in an imaginary that refuses the
doom of a darkening human ecology? To restate
Davis and to challenge urban theory, who will build
the ark?
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